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Camping as my Favorite Outdoor Activity 

Outdoor recreation entails having fun away from the confines of houses in the natural 

world, providing people with the ability to engage with the natural environment through hiking, 

camping, and skiing. My favorite outdoor activity is camping as it allows me to enjoy nature, get 

some fresh air away from the polluted air in the cities, and catch unique natural scents in the natural 

environment. This outdoor activity also allows me to discover my surroundings and appreciate 

certain aspects of the urban. Camping allows people to abandon everything and enjoy each other's 

company, to establish contact with friends or the whole family. 

The best places to go camping include a great destination with scientific views. My family 

and I prefer wilderness areas and typically end up going to the same place every summer and 

spring, although camping can be enjoyed using a Motorhome in all four seasons. If we have a large 

group with lots of children, we choose camps near the ocean. Overall, we do not mind travel, both 

near and far. 

 It's a fun part of camping when it comes to cooking. By trying new recipes, we have an 

open-air barbecue and make delicious dishes in the wild. Starting with steaks, soups, and hot dogs, 

we prepare every meal we can and finishing with Marshmallows and Hershey's chocolate 

sandwiches. When it gets cold, we usually make a large bonfire, sit around it while playing games, 

or share beautiful memories. We typically play lots of board games, and one of them is Catan. I 

like this game since it challenges me to become more creative. When not playing or cooking, I 

read books aloud to my friends, sing favorite songs, watch movies on portable devices, and learn 

new skills such as drawing. 

I can also enjoy amazing sights such as watching the sky filled with stars at night or the 

moon as it goes around the sky. Further, it offers me an opportunity to see numerous things in the 
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environment, including physical features such as slopes, swamps, and lakes that make the 

experiences memorable. The tents are usually set in a direction that allows full view, including 

reflections in lakes, watching the sunset in the evening and rise in the morning, and natural 

interaction of wild animals and birds. I get a chance to listen to beautiful natural sounds in nature 

as birds chirping, waterfalls, croaking frogs, and cricket sounds. On some nights, we can catch 

fireflies and go fishing, depending on the prevailing conditions. 

I love camping since it provides the best bonding experience between siblings, parents, 

children, and friends. It also offers us unique opportunities to meet, interact and form lasting 

relationships with other people in the same environment. I get the chance to venture into the natural 

territory and discover new animals or plants, which help me better understand nature.  Sharing 

food, hiking together, chatting by the campfire, all these ideas make me long for the next camping. 

 


